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Introductions- who are we?

› Caroline Regan and Tina Reedman
  Faculty Liaison Librarians

› Contact details:
  SciTech Library, G02

  E: caroline.regan@sydney.edu.au
  tina.reedman@sydney.edu.au

What this session will cover

› Document Delivery/Inter Library Loans
› Web of Science and other citation databases
› Introduction to EndNote
Document Delivery/Inter-Library Loans

› What is it?

› You’re eligible for this!

› Request via MyLibrary
iResearch: information skills for life

Quick, fast and easy modules to help you find and use relevant information for your assignments/research.

- How to reference
  - printable version (PDF)
- Search smarter, search faster
  - printable version (PDF)
- Find that book!
  - printable version (PDF)
- Plagiarism and academic integrity
  - Find reading list
  - printable version (PDF)
- Finding journal articles using databases
  - printable version (PDF)
- Scholarly versus non-scholarly resources
  - printable version (PDF)
- Finding journal articles using databases
  - printable version (PDF)
- Scholarly versus non-scholarly resources
  - What is Endnote?
  - Finding music using the library catalogue
  - printable version (PDF)
- What is Endnote?
  - Finding music using the library catalogue
  - printable version (PDF)
- What is a literature review?
What is a literature review?

I thought literature reviews were more like annotated bibliographies...
Web of Science

› Traces an idea forward and backwards
› See who is researching in your area
› Find the best/most cited papers
› Find the best journals
› You can also use Scopus and Google Scholar
› What is it?
› Who has used it before?
› Mac/PCs